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How could someone like him have any genuine friends?

Henry had none.

However, things changed when Jasper appeared.

He knew that Jasper truly cared about him and their friendship had nothing to do
with the fact that he was a Law. At most… it was a tad bit related to his gorgeous
sister.

Had it not been for their true friendship, would a prodigal son who was naturally
selfish take a slash for Jasper? Usually, others would take a slash for him
instead.

“It’s just a gash. It looks scary but it’s just a superficial wound.”

Henry said between clenched teeth.

“Julian!”

Jasper turned around and called out to Julian.

“I want you to rip Zane’s arms apart!”

After receiving Jasper’s orders, Julian turned around and looked coldly at Zane
before immediately springing into action.

Zane had no chance to even struggle in front of Julian.



He held Zane down as though he was pinching an earthworm. He could not even
budge. Julian did not even need to make any exaggerated moves and Zane was
already heard shrieking before his arms hung limply by his sides.

Zane was overcome by the intense pain that he slumped to the ground and
passed out.

“Hey, hey, don’t kill him. Darn it, I haven’t taken my revenge yet,” Henry yelled.

“He won’t end well. You should probably treat your wound first. Even if it isn’t
serious, you’re going to bleed yourself to death if you don’t do anything about it,”
Jasper said.

Henry took a deep breath and sat on the chair, saying with a grin, “Ask Julian to
bind up my wound. You can proceed.”

Jasper darted a glance at Julian who walked over to study Henry’s wound before
saying to Jasper, “It’s just a superficial wound. I can bind it up. Once the bleeding
stops, we just need to disinfect it. That’s all.”

“I’ll leave it to you, then,” Jasper said.

He turned around and looked at Mitch.

The latter shuddered under Jasper’s gaze.

When the feeling of excitement earlier had worn off, Mitch was suddenly filled
with regret.

He regretted provoking Jasper.

Now that Conrad had been taken away after passing out and Zane had fainted
after being driven mad, he was the only one left. Mitch could not help but
sympathize with the situation they were in.



It was as if they were in a pigsty and he was watching as his friends were taken
away one after another, all while feeling a sense of fear that it would soon be his
turn.

Mitch was considered a hoodlum as well. Before Jasper could say anything, he
took the initiative to say, “Jasper, now that things have gotten out of hand, why
don’t we make peace and I’ll compensate you?”

“You only have one chance. If your compensation does not convince me, then it’ll
be the end for you,” Jasper said indifferently.

Jasper’s attitude made Mitch grit his teeth inwardly. The peasant he had always
looked down on was actually behaving in a domineering manner. However, in the
face of unfavorable conditions, Mitch had no choice but to stomach this insult.

Where there was life, there was hope.

Mitch’s eyes rolled in their sockets and while gritting his teeth, he went all out,
saying, “Fabian Atticus has been searching for ways to deal with you. Although I
have no idea about his specific plans, I do know that he has been in contact with
several domestic internet companies recently. I think he’s planning to attack
Terizone.

“Is this news enough compensation?”


